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Introduction

The Institute for Innovation in Prosecution (IIP) at John
Jay College of Criminal Justice provides a collaborative
platform for prosecutors and the communities they serve
to improve the quality and effectiveness of prosecutorial
practice. The purpose of the platform is to consider a new
paradigm for measuring prosecutor success that eschews
conviction rates and plea conditions to focus instead on
community-centered standards of public safety, equity, and
social wellbeing.

The follow-up interviews conducted
for this report were designed to:
Discover whether prosecutors attend1 ing
IIP Practitioner Learning seminars

were interested in IIP’s criminal justice
reform work, and if so, how could IIP
help prosecutors facilitate such reform;

IIP offers Practitioner Learning seminars and events for
prosecutors and their staff to provide them with tools and
resources for furthering prosecutorial reform.

Understand if prosecutors
2 implemented
substantive changes

The Research and Evaluation Center at John Jay College
(JohnJayREC) conducted follow-up interviews with
prosecutors attending a practitioner seminar in November,
2017. The purpose of the follow-up was to evaluate
whether the resources and tools provided to prosecutors
by IIP met their needs and would be beneficial in their
efforts at prosecutorial reform. Interviews recorded their
reactions, thoughts, and opinions regarding the effectiveness of the Practitioner Learning seminar. Interviews
were conducted via telephone and took place between
November, 2017 and January, 2018. Findings from the
interviews are reported below along with the major themes
and implications arising from the conversations with
prosecutors.

Methods

IIP staff contacted all prosecutors who attended the
November 2017 Practitioner Learning seminar to solicit
their feedback on the seminar. Before each interview, a
researcher obtained oral consent from the prosecutor
to participate in the interview. The researcher used a
semi-structured interview guide with 15 questions that
inquired into the prosecutor’s experience with the IIP
seminar and his or her suggestions for improving future
seminars. Interviews lasted from 25 minutes to one hour
and occurred within 60 days of the seminar. Responses
to all interview questions were recorded in writing on the
interview guide and later coded to organize the results and
identify major themes.

in policy or practice following their
participation in IIP seminars;

Determine how IIP could continue to
3 engage
with prosecutors who attend

IIP Practitioner Learning seminars; and

Inform IIP strategies to enhance future
4 Practitioner
Learning seminars.

The following themes were identified:
1. Overall experience at the seminar (i.e. the usefulness of
seminar as a whole as well as individual presentations);
2. Interest in IIP’s reform work;
3. Action(s) taken after the seminar;
4. Data and analytics;
5. Seminar structure;
6. Networking and communication; and
7. Recommendations and future with IIP.
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Seventeen prosecutors participated in the Practitioner
Learning in November 2017. Of these, 16 participated
in a follow-up interview. The 16 responding prosecutors
came from 14 states: Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Hawaii,
Illinois, Minnesota, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South
Dakota, Texas, Washington, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
Two prosecutors were from two different jurisdictions
in Texas and Oregon. The majority (13 of 16) of the
prosecutors were men.
Five of the 17 participating prosecutors had attended a
previous seminar hosted by the IIP, but the remaining 12
prosecutors reported little familiarity with the Institute
before being invited to attend the November event. Two
prosecutors (identified here as P105 and P106), reported
having previous conversations with Manhattan District
Attorney Cyrus Vance Jr., a member of the IIP Executive
Board, and this is likely why they registered for the
November 2017 seminar.

different counties. Highlighted issues we all face. It
was outstanding.
— Prosecutor 111
Prosecutors believed the sessions were useful and
informative. In particular, the sessions led by Jeff Robinson
(ACLU), Alan Jenkins (The Opportunity Agenda), and Anne
Milgram (NYU School of Law) were described as powerful
because they provided tangible examples of strategies that
participating prosecutors could take back to their offices.
Nearly all the responding prosecutors (88%) reported that
the seminar encouraged them to rethink their professional
responsibilities.
[Since attending] I’ve visited and spoken with
charging deputies and reaffirmed with them that
we don’t have to charge all cases … encouraged
them to be prudent in making charging decisions
with what law enforcement [gives to them]. —
Prosecutor 104
Broadly several of the sessions resonated with me.
Jeff Robinson’s session resonates as we continue
to look at where we should go and where we
have been, especially when it comes to looking at
disparities and disproportionality [in the criminal
justice system]. All of us prosecutors around
the country, I hope, are working on fairness
and proportionality in the judicial system….
especially related to community justice responses
and sentencing. Programs and dialogues related
to implicit bias are important. You can’t have
conversations once a year. Different perspectives
are important. — Prosecutor 117

Results

When asked to describe their experience at the seminar
in one to two sentences, all of the prosecutors expressed
gratitude for their invitation to the seminar. They believed
it was a positive experience, giving them insight on work
being conducted by other prosecutors across the country.
Several prosecutors described the seminar as fulfilling and
thought provoking.
I felt that both the presentations and the
conversations… the opportunity to speak with
other prosecutors were valuable considering what
changes I might want to make in my office to more
fairly prosecute.
— Prosecutor 103
The seminar was a very positive experience –a big
part of that being the comradery with like-minded
prosecutors from across the country.
— Prosecutor 109

Some presentations, however, were considered to be less
useful or informative by some participants.
The VERA presentation did not resonate with me.
It felt like a presentation that they would give to
anyone. There was no evidence of awareness that we
were prosecutors. There was no deeper level given.
— Prosecutor 107
Other respondents believed some sessions were targeted
at prosecutors with less experience.

It was one of best conferences I’ve ever been to. I
went in not knowing what to expect and left with
so much information. I left realizing there’s so
much to do and so much we could be doing better.
The presenters were all excellent. I am motivated
and energized. The facilities were excellent –the
hotel and college. The presenters were great. I
really felt challenged. It was a nice job of having a
cross-sectional group of individuals from different
demographics and different jurisdictions, of
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The session on using research with Jon Gould was
probably the least useful [to me] because it wasn’t
information that was new to me. It didn’t quite put
together information that would be helpful for
my practice. It was too basic and general, and did
not point out what I really needed to change. If
he would have tied the presentation to a research
method...he didn’t talk about any metrics and he
didn’t not provide any actual tools.
— Prosecutor 103
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Interest in IIP’s Reform work

Another noted:

All prosecutors expressed interest in IIP’s criminal justice
reform work and they responded positively when asked
by a researcher whether they were interested in continued
work with IIP. For example, when asked if they would be
interested in sending someone from their office to the
next IIP event, the response was a unanimous “yes.” The
consensus among the prosecutors was that they wanted to
have other officials from their office attend an IIP seminar
so they “could all have the same information.”
Others responded similarly:
Absolutely, without question.
— Prosecutor 105
I’d love to...I would like to have folks from my office
come… I would love to have the folks that are
going to replace me attend. I am prepared to come
lecture.
— Prosecutor 106

I think what you all are doing is great. The theme
overall was a great idea. Anything you can do to
branch off of that would be great. Anything you
can add [in the future] to understanding the theme
would be helpful. The country is really divided by
jurisdictions. Make sure you don’t go too far one
way or another as an institute. Think outside of
the box….. Public safety is the number one concern.
I really liked what I learned. The big thing now is
putting it into action.
— Prosecutor 102

Actions Taken After the Seminar
Post-seminar engagement between prosecutors, seminar
presenters, and IIP staff underscored respondents’ interest
in the IIP’s reform work. Since attending the seminar,
prosecutors often said they returned home “re-energized”
and “charged” to continue doing the work to benefit their
communities.
[The seminar has] definitely helped me to rethink
aspects of my role as a prosecutor. I had the
predisposition as far as… those ideas in my heart. I
campaigned on that… the values and ideas were in
my mind so what the program did was give me new
ideas. Really, it crystalized and reinforced ideas and
did not really change my mind but enhanced it.
— Prosecutor 105

I would like to have entire office exposed to this,
especially the first session.
— Prosecutor 110
Yes! I already told my clerk’s assistant he’s
attending.
— Prosecutor 112
I would definitely! I can send my first deputy
officer. I feel like you all are the best match for
what I am trying to do in my office!
— Prosecutor 115
When asked what could possibly keep their office from
attending future IIP seminars, prosecutors listed staffing
and funding as the most prominent barriers. Inability to
leave town during ongoing trials was another concern that
could prevent attendance at future seminars.
Prosecutors reported appreciation for IIP’s collaborative
approach to developing prosecutorial reform initiatives.
One participant explained that the seminar was beneficial
in helping his office rethink its messaging to the public:
[S]ometimes I feel alone [in my efforts at
prosecutorial reform], but to be around others was
uplifting and re-energizing….[I was] given a new
found resolve. I am thinking about the next new
program to put into place.
— Prosecutor 107

Some prosecutors had already taken action since attending
the seminar. One participant reportedly made plans to
meet with Jon Gould at the National District Attorneys
conference to continue discussing relevant research plans:
This meeting was a result of the IIP seminar. It’s like
IIP was the fiddler on the roof in this connection.
— Prosecutor 106
Referencing Karen Friedman-Agnifilo’s presentation on
The Power of Prosecutorial Discretion, another prosecutor
noted:
The seminar really got me focused on the truancy
problem….I have been talking to a truancy officer in
my jurisdiction about ways to improve the issue.
— Prosecutor 108
The same prosecutor discussed sharing contact information
received at the seminar with other officials in their home
jurisdiction as well as their intention to travel to other
states to observe prosecutorial operations.
Another participant had taken a lot of action since
attending the seminar and after realizing that his or her
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office did not utilize its own data very well. While at the
seminar, this prosecutor “emailed the software developer
in our office to get data by race and age.”
The same prosecutor spoke to Jon Gould after attending
the seminar and had already begun to analyze and publish
local data with the goal of “reducing the criminal justice
footprint” and improving the use of diversion programs.
These and other actions taken by participants were closely
aligned with the goals of the IIP seminar.

the entire seminar was a fairly small group (fewer than 30
prosecutors attended), the lecture style with discussion was
believed to be beneficial. Conversations were lively and
engaging:
The lecture style is preferred: one that’s done well
and the presenter is asking for feedback and there is
positive engagement. For example, the session with
Anne Milgram on Smart Data was very open and
she got the group talking. I don’t like small groups
because you get the answers of the most dominant
person in the group–the extrovert.
— Prosecutor 107

Data and Analytics
More than half the prosecutors attending the seminar
explained that data was an area in which they wanted IIP
assistance. They wanted to understand how to use data
to support reform efforts in their jurisdictions. Several
respondents mentioned their office’s inexperience with
data and lack of resources as obstacles to using data more
effectively. The most significant need for many respondents
was an in-house data analyst or researcher, but without
substantial funding they expected this hurdle to remain.
I am extremely interested in data. Prosecutor offices
don’t have rich data or analytics units. Most don’t
have it built into their framework. First, you have
to be interested and second you have to have the
funds. I would love to see more grant opportunities
for those of us who are interested.
— Prosecutor 117

Some prosecutors, however, expressed a fondness for a
combination of lectures with either small groups or breakout sessions:
I think it’s important to have all the above. I
thought the layout was pretty good. You got a
chance to know everyone and talk.
— Prosecutor 115
I like a combination of things, a variety of methods.
Going to a seminar with all lectures is boring.
— Prosecutor 111
Alan Jenkins’ session on messaging and the media was
mentioned by one prosecutor as especially well suited to
all three styles because it was highly interactive.

Prosecutors identified three distinct factors related to their
interests in data and analytics:

Participants generally agreed that the length of time
allotted for each presentation (about 90 minutes) was
adequate. Some prosecutors desired more time on topics
related to implicit bias, messaging, and data and analytics.
A few prosecutors, on the other hand, thought that some
sessions could have been shorter. Some recommended
that the seminar run for three days rather than two due to
its intensity and the depth of information discussed.

1. Lack of resources (e.g., staff and funding);

Networking and Communication

2. General lack of meaningful data and insufficient plans to
improve data quality and utilization;

Prosecutors expressed satisfaction with the networking
opportunities available at the seminar. Only five
prosecutors reported knowing one or more of the other
prosecutors prior to attending the seminar. Although the
schedule was demanding, the seminar provided a rich
atmosphere for networking. Prosecutors were able to
exchange business cards among themselves and with the
presenters. Some participants expressed the desire for
more “down time” in addition to the reception at the end
of day one, but given the challenge of getting everyone
away from the office, they understood the seminar
schedule had to be tight.

We are trying to use data. DA’s are saying we need
to understand what we have and we are trying
to get data from sheriffs and track things more.
However, resources are tight.
— Prosecutor 113

3. Needed updates and/or upgrades to the software and
systems required to conduct the type of data analysis
that would be beneficial for criminal justice reform
efforts.

Seminar Structure
Three-fourths of participants reported that they preferred
the plenary lectures offered during the seminar more
than breakout sessions and small group activities. Since
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Recommendations and Future with IIP
Prosecutors were adamant that future seminar topics
should:
1. Focus more on how to achieve reforms particularly as
reform efforts involve work with communities, victims/
survivors, and the media;
2. Provide prosecutors with tools necessary to become
innovative and opportunities to hear from their peers
about actions they are taking in their jurisdictions; and
3. Consider including trainings for other criminal justice
officials, such as law enforcement.
[Future IIP seminars could include] law
enforcement sheriffs and chiefs [so that] we are all
on the same page and getting the same information.
— Prosecutor 109

wanted more information on outreach strategies for
connecting their offices to community groups and leaders
in order to help solve problems.
One common criticism was about the amount of speaking
time claimed by seminar participants–especially during
the opening session when people were asked to introduce
themselves. Prosecutors agreed it was appropriate for
session presenters to speak at length because they were
providing important information to the entire seminar.
Some of the interview respondents, however, wished the
IIP organizers had served as moderators or had arranged
for other moderators to encourage shorter comments from
participants. Prosecutors, they acknowledged, could be
long-winded:

There’s no leadership or management training
specifically for prosecutors. Those that become
prosecutors are usually attorneys prior and they
become leaders, but there isn’t training for them to
teach the necessary skills.
— Prosecutor 111
There could be topics where you actually had other
DAs give presentations on innovative programs they
are doing. For example: you had the woman from
Cy Vance’s program discuss what the Manhattan
DA office was doing, and that was good. You
could have DAs specifically focus on programs
and activities they are doing in their jurisdictions
on specific issues such as opioid use, drinking and
driving, homicide clearance rates. We got that over
the course of the conversations and [the] give or
take over the two days, but if we could have had
one specific program it could have been [more]
useful.
— Prosecutor 105
Several prosecutors recommended that future IIP topics
include more content on data and analytics. Although
the seminar included discussions about data, some of
the participants wanted to enhance their offices’ data
skills and the resources necessary for understanding data.
This appeared to be especially relevant for prosecutors
from small jurisdictions where resources and funding are
typically in short supply.
In addition, several participants were concerned with the
adequacy of their reform efforts related to youth and
the community. Their focus was on building community
partnerships and increasing community relations. They
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It’s like lawyers always have to one-up each other
and were talking about everything they did. It was a
huge time killer.
— Prosecutor 104

Conclusion
Follow-up interviews with prosecutors attending
the 2017 IIP Practitioner Learning seminar
were quite positive. Prosecutors expressed a
strong interest in continuing to work with the
IIP and supporting the Institute in advancing
prosecutorial reforms.
The results of the interviews point to three
important conclusions:

Prosecutors are very receptive to IIP’s
1 prosecutorial
reform efforts;
The resources and tools provided during
2 the
Practitioner Learning seminar are

already inspiring positive changes among
prosecutors and their communities; and

seminars would be of
3 Additional
considerable value to participants,

especially when practical tools and
resources are discussed and shared.
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